Glutamate transporters control metabotropic glutamate receptors activation to prevent the genesis of paroxysmal burst in the developing hippocampus.
Metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) can control neuronal excitability by modulating several ionic channels. In hippocampal pyramidal cells, groups I/II mGluR are located extrasynaptically, suggesting that their endogenous activation is dependent on the glutamate clearance rate and therefore on excitatory amino-acid transporters (EAAT) efficiency. Deficiency of glutamate uptake can generate seizures in rodents and has been suggested as a mechanism of seizure generation in some human epileptic syndromes. However, the cellular mechanisms linking EAAT dysfunction and pathological cortical activities remain elusive. Here, we investigate the possible role of mGluR on paroxysmal burst of multiple unit activities (MUA) generated in the CA1 region of developing hippocampal slices using an EAAT inhibitor, TBOA. These bursts are generated by a synaptic release of glutamate and involve extrasynaptic NMDA receptors (NMDAR) activated by transmitter spillover. Here, we show that postsynaptic mGluR (groups I/II) are tonically activated by the rise in ambient glutamate concentration after EAAT inhibition and strongly contribute to paroxysmal burst genesis. The inhibition of mGluR with broad spectrum antagonists or addition of a glutamate scavenger strongly reduced the occurrence of paroxysmal burst and the frequency/number of MUA during the burst. Moreover, this endogenous activation of groups I/II mGluR leads to (i) the reduction of the slow afterhyperpolarization current (I(sAHP)), increasing the firing pattern of pyramidal cells, and (ii) the potentiation of extrasynaptic NMDAR-mediated responses, enabling glutamate spillover to generate a suprathreshold depolarization for several seconds. Our data show that an insufficient buffering of extracellular glutamate enables a cross talk between groups I/II mGluR and NMDAR, which, combined with a decrease of I(sAHP), leads to the hyperexcitability of the hippocampal network, facilitating the genesis of epileptical-like activity in response to glutamate release. These findings highlight the importance of the control exerted by EAAT on mGluR.